Data Citation Index

New rules expanding the data sharing requirements for federally funded research will go into effect this month. For years, many journals and funding agencies have strongly encouraged authors to make data sets publicly available in an open access repository for years. The records in these repositories are linked to the published articles to improve transparency, trust, and reliability. Web of Science, provided by the Research Medical Library, tracks the citations to data in the Data Citation Index. Use the index to find articles authored by MD Anderson researchers who have made their data sets publicly available. As of December 2022, of the 145K articles written by MD Anderson authors and indexed in the Web of Science database, 1,823 of those had associated data linked to the article.

Filter your Web of Science search results to retrieve articles with associated data. Web of Science links to 445 repositories containing over 13M data sets to the citations in your search. If associated data is available, a link will be provided next to the link for the full text of the article.

Access Web of Science
Dear Editor: What should I include in the supplemental material for my manuscript? Online

Journal articles are often published with supplemental material. In this session, we'll talk about the types of content that may be included in the supplemental material and how to prepare this content. This session will be held on Wednesday, February 22, from 12:30 PM to 1:00 PM.

Dear Editor is a conversation series on scientific writing and publishing. Scientific editors and librarians from the Research Medical Library share trends and resources for scientific writing and publishing.

View and sign up for upcoming library classes.

Register

Interlibrary Loan

RML librarians can request full-text copies of articles that MD Anderson doesn't own through the library's interlibrary loan service. This is a free service to all staff and students.

Watch a short video demonstration on how to log in with your MD Anderson MyID to submit an interlibrary loan request.

View Instructions
Employee Assistance Program Collection

RML librarians have helped curate a collection of titles graciously funded in collaboration with the Employee Assistance Program (EAP). In exploring the EAP collection, you will find books that provide insight on topics such as interpersonal skills, workplace dynamics, parenting, grief, anxiety, finances, marriage, and more.

View step-by-step instructions on how to download eBooks and audiobooks to your mobile device and use them.

Read eBooks
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